
             Personalized email becomes a reality with the launch of Email.biz  

Email.biz ushers in premium and personalized email service 
-to focus on customer needs like never before- 

  

New Delhi. April 26, 2013:    An email address of your choice, fully customized, easy to remember 
with a personal touch is now a reality with the launch of Email.biz, a premium and personalized 
email service from Guava Softs Pvt. Ltd. Email.biz comes at an opportune time when email has 
become an intrinsic part of both personal and business communications. Registered users of 
Email.biz can choose from over 20000 premium domains and effortlessly create an email address 
by incorporating their name, company’s name or even their nickname. This innovative service 
comes packed with features like unlimited storage, SMS alerts for every new mail received, 
unmatched security, world’s shortest email address (eg.a@7.biz) and an attachment size of 500 
mb. 
 
The company will unveil this premium service at the hands of its brand ambassador – yaana.  
As the brand ambassador, yaana believes that "personalization is the need of the hour. Every 
individual has its own tastes and preferences and Email.biz caters to these needs in a very 
distinctive manner." 
 
Speaking about this innovative service, Mr.Anshul Goyal, Founder & CEO, Email.biz said, “In a 
world where almost every imaginable business idea has already been thought and tried out, the 
only way to beat the competition is to think in new direction. I am extremely glad to launch our 
brand Email.biz with a host of unique features and we are sure it has the potential to revolutionize 
the webmail experience.” 
 
Email.biz offers a unique email of your choice including single and double letter domains, round the 
clock customer support, multiple tab option, 20 GB of mail storage and much more. With Cloud 
based Login and Multiple Login System, Email.biz will give a safe and secure access to users’ 
POP / IMAP email accounts. Registered users can access their email with any Web Browser, PDA 
or Mobile phone from anywhere in the world. Users get enhanced security features and their email 
will be protected with EV SSL certificate, which ensures that there is never an intrusion into their 
account or information. The creators of this unique service have ensured optimum safety of data as 
none of the mails or information is stored on their servers. Further information can be found at 
www.Email.biz or one can call the premium customer support number : +91- 1 666 666 666. 
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